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Reply to a Notice of Violation
Docket No. 03030493
License No. 29-17369-02

Dear NRC Administrator,

This letter is supplied in response to your letter of 4-23-09 and is keyed to the
numbered topics found in the 'Notice of Violation' issued to EDAX, Inc.

1. EDAX, Inc. was cited for loss of a 660 uCurie Fe-55 sealed source. This is
contrary to 10 CFR 20.1802, which requires the licensee to control and maintain
constant surveillance of licensed material.

2. Our original Radioactive Source Inventory Control Program as
implemented in our Detector Fabrication Dept. called for all sources in the
Department to be gathered, inventoried and stored in a lockable cabinet at the
end of each work day. Inventory responsibilities were assigned to the last
Source User to leave for the day. We have developed an improved Source
Inventory Control Program for this Department which has been in use since
Marchg9, 2009. :,Instead of pooling the Department's sources in a single lockable
cabinet, we now assign specific sources to each source user, -and require that
each user keep daily usage records notingthe time in/out, and: serial number of
each source. Each user has theirown lockablesource cabinet, inventory ledger
and personal responsibility for their own sources. The RSO has held several
unannounced audits of this new approach and. can report 1.00% compliance with
the program. The assigned sources are under tighter control, and the Source
users have a more clearly defined responsibility.

3. The improved Inventory control provided by the recently implemented
program in our Detector Fabrication Dept. will be expanded to include the
sources used in our Final Test Dept. Source users will be assigned individual
lockers in a centralized location, ensuring both personal responsibility and closer
supervision. Our goal is to have all sources in our. Detector.:Fabrication and.
Detector Test areas, managed underea uniformrinventory system.. We feel that
individual accountability. coupled with: vigilant supervision should-eliminate-the
possi bi ity, of :another..'loss of control'jincident.. . .
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4. The Radioactive Source Inventory Control Program is fully implemented in
the Detector Fabrication Dept. ( Dept. from which the source was lost). We
anticipate putting this program into operation in the Final Test Dept. not later than
mid-July of 2009.

Thank you,

Bob Westerdale
RSO
EDAX, Inc.


